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Abstract. The use virtual environments in training applications has the potential to provide rich training experiences to students, but it is difficult to design
and manage such training sessions in real time due to the number of parameters
to pay attention to: timing of events, difficulty, user’s actions and their consequences or eventualities are some examples. Narrative driven scenario managers confront this issue by generating dynamically these variables, making different each time the user plays a scenario. However, leaving the control to such
systems makes the training difficult to predict, and in the case of training or
learning applications the designer may have specific goals to introduce in the
session. For that purpose, we have designed an authoring tool for our virtual
narrative application used for training biohazard procedures. Our system contains a Narrative Manager that controls the simulation deciding which events
will take place, and when, by controlling the narrative balance of the session.
Our authoring tool allows the designer to specify a narrative curve and the Narrative Manager adapts the narrative flow of events to that curve. Thus, we provide a method to model the training’s narrative intensity without having to
specify the ordering of each concrete event or numerical parameters each time
we want to control some aspect of the dynamic generated session.
Keywords: Interactive Storytelling, Authoring Tools, Virtual Training Applications, Drama Modelling.
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Introduction

Recently, narrative techniques are becoming more common in a wide range of
applications, especially in virtual training simulation or e-learning applications: we can see examples in the works of Rizzo et al. [1] where they present
a clinical diagnosis training system including virtual agents with a scripted
backstory and speech recognition for simulating patients, the one in Reger et
al. [2] using a virtual reality simulation to treat posttraumatic stress disorder in
soldiers or in Raybourn et al. [3], describing a multiplayer simulation system
for training army team leaders. In order to allow a rapid design and optimal
management of the narrative scenarios, authors have answered this issue with
different techniques: Carpenter et al. [4] proposed an approach that uses

branching trees to advance in a story in which the user has to take decision to
manage a crisis. Another work [5] describes a protocol to create a branching
structure in which training scenarios are constructed like storyboards, and
applies it for a web-based application. The approach of Ponder et al. [6] uses a
human as a scenario director controlling events in the virtual environment. All
of these systems present a well-known problem of the branching approach: it
does not scale well when the number of events or possibilities in the story
increases and there is no perfect solution for rapid authoring of drama games
[7]. In order to solve this issue is not unusual to incorporate a drama manager
to control the events in the virtual world. For example, the commercial software “Giat Virtual Training®” includes a scenario engine driven by scripts
that control the virtual world happenings [8]. Other drama manager can be
found in the application presented by Habonneau et al. [9], an interactive
drama application for teaching how to take care of brain-damaged people.
This method proved to be very immersive and engaging for the users, allowing them to find themselves in a realistic environment where unexpected
things can happen, but still it wasn’t evaluated in terms of learning, and it
does not tutors the user at all, being an experience only narrative without
training elements in which the user interacts with characters and see what
happens.
In this paper we focus in authoring tools for training scenarios, with special attention in narrative driven ones. We present an authoring tool for modulate the drama in virtual scenarios simulated by our system, a Narrative Manager tested with good results in a virtual training application for teaching biosafety procedures, called Bio-Safety Lab. As we explained, including a drama
manager is a good solution for the problem of authoring virtual learning or
training sessions; however it adds another necessity of authoring. Instead of
the scenario, in this case it is the tutor system the one that we would like to
design or customize in an easy way, especially in the case of learning or training applications because the scenario designer may have some requirements
for the training session: for example we can require stressing the user on some
specific point of the session and next leaving him to relax with easy to solve
events. By implementing a good authoring tool, the training expert can control
directly the tutor system and the scenario without having to know scripting or
programming languages, also, the system will adapt better to its users [10].
The rest of this document is structured in four chapters: Section 2 reviews the
current state in authoring tools technologies for training and learning applications. In Section 3 we describe briefly our training application, Bio-Safety
Lab, in order to put the reader in context for Section 4, where we present our
authoring tool for modulate the narrative sessions in our training system. Finally, in section 5 we discuss the advantages and limitations of our approach,
and present our conclusions and next steps in the topic.
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Related Work

Commonly, in simpler learning applications that work as a series of selfassessment tests, a narrative scenario director is not necessary and the authoring tool consists in a simple graphic editor with drag and drop features. Interestingly, an Intelligent tutor authoring tool that uses crowdsourcing for creating its knowledge database showed that even if the results are not bad with
this strategy and is faster to create a database this way than using a domain
expert, has a low recall and is less reliable [11]. It seems that the help of a
domain expert is necessary for creating good knowledge bases, so it is important to have a complete but easy to use authoring tool in order to minimize
the deploy of the training or learning system. For example, Tripoliti et al. [12]
presents a complete tool for creating tutors for medical diagnosis training. The
tutor works as a series of steps that have to be completed, and the tool allows
customizing the steps in a graphic editor with drag and dropping features.
Another work [13] presents a tool for designing scenarios for a physics game
with real time interaction in 2D scenarios, so is more complex than a set of
self-assessment tests. The scenario editor goes further than the previous example in the usability aspect, allowing playing the scenario inside the editor in
order to fine tuning its features. However, the increased complexity of learning applications requires a more careful scenario design: impossible or unplayable scenarios can be created or simply they can be unsatisfactory or boring (too easy, too difficult), so the designer has to test all the details and possible situations. This problem can be solved with the addition of a scenario
director layer controlling the training, like our Narrative Manager, allowing
the scenario designer to not to worry about if the training is too easy or not. A
more complex tutor is described in the Chocolato system [14], using ontologies and allowing the selection of the type of pedagogic theory used and the
user’s goals. In this case, the authors confirmed than the authoring tool effectively improves the performance, saving efforts and time to the domain experts and allowing a rapid deployment of the learning system. Other example
can be found in the work of Karampiperis et al. [15] describing the ER designer toolkit which essentially is a trigger listener editor. Its graphic environment generates the code necessary to define the virtual tutor behavior.
However, they don’t complete the tool with a responsive training environment,
so the human domain expert has to decide what to do when the virtual tutor
detects the user’s actions thus lacking a layer for controlling the simulation
(like our Narrative Manager), with an authoring tool to define how this control layer will act. We can find another advance tool with more common
points with our system [16] which presents an authoring tool for an e-learning
platform. Though the system presents a simple form of training (only present
the user problems with only one answer en a series of self-assessment exercises), the customization capability is wide, allowing the selection of the re-

sources used for the learning and how they will be used. This platform have
several similarities to our Bio-Safety Lab, in the sense that they have different
layers of knowledge, separating the raw data containing information about
exercises, defined in a knowledge base by an expert, from the resources that
define an scenario, describing what data is used and how they will be used in
the learning. Also, the authoring tool allows a high grade of variability because the scenario designer does not specify all the details of the session, but
only give a pattern of how the tutor will act. This is again a common point to
us, because our Narrative Manager acts as an independent entity, only requiring general directions from the scenario designer to act. However, the system
is not fully operational and it was not tested. Other interesting tool is seen in
Olsen et al. [17] including a drag & drop interface and a knowledge model
based in “behavior” graphs, allowing editing the nodes and links graphically,
similar to the structure we use. It allows branching and collaborative work
between users, but our model is more sophisticated, containing different types
of parameters and groupings. Other example of a training system with high
level author capabilities can be seen in Sottilare et al. [18], but again, it is not
fully operational yet, showing examples like a thermodynamics tutor for undergraduates [19]. The application allows designing virtual tutors by creating
behavior rules about user actions, customized questionnaires and profiling the
users. The system can be plug to other simulation frameworks [20], in this
case Unity 3D, like our Bio-Safety Lab. Creating behavior rules is a good way
to design the tutor behavior. We can see this strategy taken to a step further in
the CTAT system [21]. This generic virtual tutor designer uses jess rules and a
database with “memory elements” for defining the goals of the users, and
even the graphic interface of the learning application. Similar to the ASTUS
system, allows designing almost any kind of tutor; in a sense both are equivalent, as seen in [22]. However, its authoring language is not accessible for
non- programmers, going as far as requiring an authoring tool for the authoring tool. In our case, the authoring tool contained in Bio-Safety Lab is easy to
access and allows the designer to model the tutor language. Finally, when the
training applications have special requirements i.e. a collaborative tool, the
authoring system needs some additional features. An example can be again
the CTAT system, which needs some adaptation to suit the requirements for
collaborative learning applications [23], or in the case of augmented reality
learning applications, which add the tagging and optic recognition requirements of this kind of systems [24].

3

Narrative manager

In our training system, the user takes the role of a bio-safety laboratory worker who has to do some experiments. When an accident happens, involving the

spill of a contaminated human blood sample, the user has to follow the official
protocol to clear it. The application implements a Narrative Manager, a control module that that manages the scenario’s events using a narrative model
which optimally selects the timing and the event to trigger. We describe it in
detail in Alvarez et al., 2014 [25] (under re-submission) but for context purposes we will summarize its features in this section. Our Narrative Manager
decides how and when certain events will happen in the scenario, to either
decrease task difficulty if the user has trouble completing it, or to increase
task difficulty if the task is too easy for the user. The ultimate goal of the Narrative Manager is to engage the user in an interesting narrative entangled
within the training process, maximizing the number of events for the user to
solve, and thus increasing the possibility of learning acquisition. The Narrative Manager uses a set of parameters that describe the dramatic value of the
events and the situation. These parameters are used to decide which event will
be triggered next and are inspired on Ware and Young’s dimensions of conflict [26]. We use four parameters with our own nomenclature:
─ Balance: an integer number that describes how beneficial or prejudicial an
event is for the user (positive if it makes the task easier for the user and
negative if it is difficult or hinders his performance). Each event contains
its own balance value stored in the Task Tree, and the value is given by the
domain expert who designs the tree. For example, breaking a bottle that
contains an infectious sample would have a Balance of -6, and giving the
user a hint has a Balance of +4.
─ Global Balance: The Narrative Manager also maintains a global value for
the accumulated balance of the whole training session by adding the balance of the triggered events. This Global Balance has a slow attenuating effect with time, tending towards 0. The rationale behind this attenuating effect is that receiving some hints or difficulties can affect the user in the
short term but as time goes by this effect disappears: the hints are useful
only for the immediate task and the problems can be resolved for the user if
he/she takes some time to think.
─ Impact: a positive value that represents the degree of dramatic load that an
event has for the user when triggered. An event with a Balance value very
near 0 can have high Impact if it has a strong visual or psychological effect.
For example, when a toxic spill overflows its borders, it has a Balance of 2, being not very bad for the user, but is very startling for him, having an
Impact of 5.
─ Intensity: a global value maintained by the system that describes how dramatic the current situation is for the user. At the beginning its value is zero
and it is updated dynamically by the Narrative Manager by adding or subtracting the Impact value of the triggered events to its previous value. The
value is added or subtracted depending on its Balance value sign.

As we can see, the values of the Balance, Impact are static and quite subjective, since they are related to the dramatic quality of only one event. The
domain expert has to define them by judging each event when he designs the
scenario. The Narrative Manager will use these values for calculating the value of the related dynamic parameters, Global Balance and Intensity, that not
only depend of the static value of the two static parameters but also the timing
and the kind of the user events, having in account the previous actions of the
user. Whenever the Narrative Manager is called it selects an event from the
Task Trees which maximizes Impact, with the current Intensity as the upper
boundary, and with the Balance most similar to the current Global Balance,
but with opposite value. We use Intensity as an upper boundary because it
represents the maximum dramatic load we allow for the user at one time, thus
limiting the events that can happen. Also, the system has to move the Global
Balance towards zero, so the desired event should have a Balance similar to
the current Global Balance, but with opposite value. Using both parameters
allows maintaining a balanced difficulty while at the same time creating
events that impact the user in a dramatic way. The Narrative Manager was
tested in an experiment with 30 users and obtained good results improving
user’s interest as well as their knowledge acquisition. Also, by using this
module we make unnecessary to script the whole scenario each time we want
different events, because it is the Narrative Manager the one in charge of deciding which events will trigger, making each session different. The scenario
designers or the domain expert only have to define in an xml the events they
want to input in the system and the values of the narrative parameters, so the
system escalates reasonably well.
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Authoring the Drama Manager Behavior

By having the Narrative Manager controlling the details of the training session (in our case, the events that happen in the virtual environment), we already have made easier the task of authoring the scenario: the knowledge expert simply has to define the possible events in a scenario and specify their
narrative parameters of Impact and Balance. However, this feature has a
downside: it is difficult to control or predict how the session will develop. It
seems to be counterintuitive to want to control the events when we just have
stated that not having to do so is an advantage, but is desirable to give to the
domain experts some degree of control over the details of the training, especially if they want to reinforce certain behavior in the users or to teach them
some concrete practice. Making simulations of the system can give a general
idea of how the session will be, and giving careful values to the events’ parameters can increment the probability that some concrete events will happen.
However, the session always will try to maximize user engagement by keep-

ing him challenged continuously. This can be sometimes contrary to the desires of the session designer: maybe is better for the user to put him in a more
forgiving session because he previously finished a more difficult one and he
has to reinforce some procedures. Other example would be when the experiment designer wants to limit some difficult events for some concrete moments: by giving a high impact value the designer only will know that the
system will trigger that event later, but that is the only control he will have.

Fig. 1. The Intensity Curve modeller tool for Bio-safety Lab. Moving the red dots in the curve
the scenario designer can model how the Narrative Manager will behave in the sessions.

In order to answer this need, we have implemented an additional feature
in Bio-Safety Lab: the Intensity curve authoring tool. This application allows
drawing a curve that will be used as a reference for the Narrative manager
when it selects the events in the session. A screen capture of the authoring
tool can be seen in Figure 1. The graphic interface consists of a window in
which the scenario designer can model a curve that represents the Intensity
over the time in the training session. The curve contains five dots we called
Milestones that can be dragged up and down with the mouse. While moving a
milestone, its numerical value will appear in the textbox related to that milestone. This value represents a percentage of how near can be the intensity in
that relative moment from the maximum possible Impact from the scenario’s
events. As we see, there is no time specified in the graph. The reason is because each session will likely have a different duration, and the only significant variable that we can detect is the events themselves.
Using as an example a session controlled by the curve depicted in Figure
1, when the system selects an event with an Impact near to the half of the
maximum Impact event available, the system will suppose that has passed the
second milestone (with a value of 51%), then the system will try to decrease
the intensity to a third of that maximum value, reaching the third milestone
(value of 31%) when doing that. In the example we decided using only five
milestones, but we can add more dynamically. However, we think five mile-

stone is enough, because this implies that we model the tendency of the Intensity of each fifth of the session, and we consider that an enough degree of
control for the scenario designer. By adding more milestones the designer
would have too much control in the scenario, effectively scripting the whole
session and not allowing the Narrative Manager to control freely the Intensity
curve.
The Narrative Manager can work with or without a given Intensity curve.
If the scenario designer does not create one, the Narrative Manager will proceed as we described in the previous section, but when using one as a model,
there are two changes in the process of event management: when the Intensity
value is increased over the time and when a scenario event is selected by the
Narrative Manager. In the first one, the Narrative Manager will use the next
milestone value as a modifier for increasing the Intensity gradually. For example, if the milestone has a value of 100 (the maximum possible), the Intensity will increase with the time a 110% more than the usual value, and with a
value of 0, the Intensity at only a 10% of its rate, and finally if the next milestone has a value lesser than the current Intensity, it won’t increase with the
time until its value reach the milestone. The rationale behind this variation in
the rate of increasing the intensity is done because we want to increase it faster if the slope of the curve is very pronounced. There are other methods for
varying the increment over time of the Intensity, but we decided use this one
because its simplicity: a milestone in the top of the graph doubles the rate, and
one in the bottom almost negates it, while a milestone in the middle, does not
modify it. Then, the second change in the process happens when selecting the
next event to trigger: as we described, a milestone’s value is mapped to the
maximum Impact of the available events in the scenario and the system uses it
as a threshold. If the next milestone has a value bigger than the current Intensity, the Intensity will increase until an event with this value is triggered. Until
that instant, other events can be triggered by the system, but if those events
would reduce the Intensity value (due to having a Balance with negative sign),
the Narrative Manager won’t decrease it. When the triggered event has an
Impact greater than the milestone value, the system will start using the next
milestone’s value (if there is no next milestone, it simply doesn’t change). In
the case of a milestone that is lesser than the current Intensity, then it means
that the curve as a descending slope, so the system will not increase the intensity over time until an event with Impact greater than the milestone’s value is
triggered. The events triggered until then can only decrease the Intensity, and
in case it is an event that should increase it, the system won’t do it. With this
two differences in the event management, the Narrative Manager can use the
Narrative curve to create a similar Intensity curve for the session. The session
will behave using the guidelines of the predefined curve, but it won’t be exactly the same. This effect is intended: it is not our intention to give detailed
orders to the Narrative Manager of how has to act, but only give it a general

direction of how we want the training session. This way, each session will be
still different even if we use the same Intensity curve to define it.

Fig. 2. Different behaviors of a scenario when using two different Intensity curves.

Figure 2 shows an example of how two different curves would affect the
curse of the events in one hypothetical training scenario creating two different
sessions as a result (given by the red and green curves; we will refer to the
two different generated sessions as red and green respectively). Given that the
user acts exactly the same way in both sessions, the events until the first milestone (Number 1 in the figure) of the curves would be roughly the same, raising the Intensity of the session until intermediate values (represented by triggering a spill overflow, pictured in the image). Then the two curves separate
and the red one starts to rise whilst the green one decreases. In the red session
this represent that the user likely will receive more high impact events, allowing a fast increase in the Intensity. In the green one, the Narrative Manager
will trigger only some low impact events, lowering the Intensity. After the
session reaches the second milestone (Number 2), both curves rises, so the
Narrative Manager decides to give a hint to the user in both sessions, but given that the next milestone in the green curve is lower, probably it will be
reached sooner than in the red session. In that one the Intensity will increase
over the time at a faster rate and also will trigger more events in order to reach
the higher milestone. The effect of the different Intensity values being bounded by the curve can be seen clearly in the third milestone of the curves (Number 3), where the red one has a high value and allows the system to trigger a
new spill (an event with very high impact). On the other hand, the green curve
will trigger a more moderate event, like hiding one of the spill cleaning tools.
As we see, two different curves would condition how the Narrative Manager

select the events (even with exactly the same user actions) by limiting the
maximum impact that the selected events can have and by modifying the rate
at the Intensity rises.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented an authoring tool designed to control the way
of a Narrative Manager behaves in a virtual training application. In our system, the Narrative Manager decides which event to trigger attending to a
group of parameters and with the goal of improving the user experience from
the simulation. The authoring tool we developed enables an intuitive method
to limiting the dramatic intensity that the session will have at any moment by
generating a model we called Intensity Curve and using it as an input for the
Narrative Manager. Also, our tool has an abstraction level high enough to not
being necessary to specify the details of the events for the training sessions
and give the Narrative Manager freedom to decide them, thus creating different sessions each time the training is run, even with the same Intensity Curve.
Our first experiments with the Intensity Curve Modeler application have
allowed us to validate the architecture and the requirements of the authoring
tool: when the curve has low values the system does not generate high impact
events, maintaining a low intensity, and on the contrary, when the curve has a
peak the system will generate a high impact event for the user. However, the
algorithm used for our authoring tool when the Narrative manager is fed with
an Intensity Curve is one interpretation from a number of possible ones, the
focus of this works is to design and develop a functional and effective way for
authoring the narrative of the session. Nevertheless, more testing is needed,
and we plan to perform an experiment in real conditions with real subjects and
for comparing with other strategies for drama modeling. Also, there are other
aspects we want to improve in the authoring tool: first, we want to add a feature for input event preferences for the session: we stated that the training
designer may want to control the intensity of the session, but maybe he also
may want to focus the training in some type of events in concrete. And second,
we want to allow creating certain rules for the user performance: the scenario
designer may want to specify different ways for the session to behave depending of the user performance. It could be argued that by allowing these features
in the authoring tool we are increasing again the tasks of the scenario designer,
something opposite to the goals of including the Narrative Manager so it is
very important to keep a balance between customizing capability and automatic dynamic generation. We think that researching and experimenting
deeper on these issues is the way to provide better authoring tools in the complex field of interactive virtual environments, and a necessity for virtual training applications.
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